This master class is designed to help writers move quickly from idea creation to completion of an outline for a
complete story and development of least one substantial scene/chapter of a visual narrative. Assignments will give
participants hands-on practice with each step of the story development process.
The use of a step-by-step approach will help participants cut through the complexities of creating visual (and other
stories). Templates used at each step of the process will provide the guidance participants might need to jump start their
creative thinking.

Format
Each week’s session of this master class will be divided into:
•
•
•

Presentation of theory and templates for that week’s steps in the story development process
Q&A/discussion with participants and master class facilitator to help each participant apply the week’s theory to
their individual storytelling project
Review and discussion of at least two participant’s progress in developing their story

Dates and Times of Live Sessions
Please note that the group will have live webinar lessons every Sunday starting on June 6th for a series of 10 weeks
beginning at 21:00 (London time) lasting at least 1 hour 30 minutes.
The time may adjust depending on the eventual group formed who will be from different time zones.
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Curriculum Week by Week
1. Overview of Visual Narrative Master Class
2. Story Idea Development
a. Where ideas come from
b. Ideas as a “point of departure”
c. Turning ideas into story ideas
d. Templates for story idea creation
i. Character-based
ii. Object-based
iii. Setting-based
iv. Event-based
e. Basic story structure – Beginning/middle/end
f. Assignment: Use templates to create at least one story idea
3. Story Concept Development
a. Moving from story idea to story concept
i. Central conflict
ii. Premise
iii. Controlling idea
iv. Dramatic question
v. Logline
b. Assignment: Write the story concept (central conflict, premise, controlling idea, dramatic question, and
logline) based on one of your story ideas
c. Other considerations
i. Genre
ii. Audience
iii. Media platform
d. Packaging your story concept
i. Tagline
ii. Plot summary
iii. Story synopsis
e. Assignment: Write a tagline, plot summary, and story synopsis, and logline based on your story concept.
4. From Event to Story
a. Events and the storyteller’s role
b. Events and causal relationships
c. Internal, external, and nested events
d. Events and world canon
e. Actions to events to story events
f. Assignment: Write a preliminary list of the story events for your story
5. Narrative Arcs & Plot Points
a. Narrative arc – moving from beginning to middle to end
b. Scenes, sequences, acts, and stories
c. Plot points
i. Hook
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ii. Inciting incident
iii. Key event
iv. 1st plot point
v. 1st pinch point
vi. Midpoint
vii. 2nd pinch point
viii. Showdown
ix. Climax
d. Sequences
i. Setup
ii. Trigger
iii. New situation
iv. Rising stakes
v. Complications
vi. Reversal
vii. Critical choice
viii. Resolution
e. Assignment: Write a preliminary narrative arc and the plot points for your story
6. Character Arcs
a. Character arc – moving from beginning to middle to end
b. Four basic stages of character arcs
c. Role of goals in character arcs
d. Interaction of narrative and character arcs in stories
e. Assignment: Write the end, beginning, and middle points of your character arc
f. Assignment: Complete the template Integrating your narrative and character arcs
7. Scene Creation – The Foundation of Storytelling
a. Narrative arcs in scenes
b. Character arcs in scenes
c. Interaction of narrative and character arcs in scenes
d. Going from story events to scenes to scene events
e. Assignment: Write a draft outline of a story event and scene events for a single scene
f. Scene structure and visual grammar
i. Core elements of visual and text-based scenes
1. Establish
2. Initiate
3. Peak
4. Release
ii. Secondary elements of visual and text-based scenes
1. Orient
2. Detail
3. Prolong
g. Scene structure as a writing template
h. Assignment: Write a script for at least one scene from your story.
8. Comics, Graphic Novels & Illustrated Stories
a. Comic book and graphic novel styles
b. Publishing stories told with sequential art
c. Assignment: Create a visual narrative of at least one scene from your story
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9. Optional/Extra Study – Extended Story Structures
a. Sequels, prequels, interquels, and more
b. Extended story structures
i. Episodic structure
ii. Layer episodic structure
iii. Anthology
iv. Parallel structure
v. Serial structure
vi. Layer serial structure
vii. Converging structure
viii. Hub narrative structure
ix. Fish-bone structure
x. Vertical structure
xi. Frame story structure
xii. Story-within-a-story structure
xiii. Epistolary structure
c. Transmedia story structures
i. Intracompositional storytelling
ii. Intercompositional storytelling
10. Publication of Visual Narrative
How to publish with Amazon Kindle primarily, with Microsoft Sway or Adobe Spark if time.
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About Peter von Stackelberg

Peter von Stackelberg is a writer, award-winning investigative journalist, and professional futurist. He teaches
journalism, transmedia storytelling, and communication studies at Alfred University in Alfred, New York.
Peter’s work as an investigative journalist was awarded the Citation of Merit – Roland Michener Award for Meritorious
Public Service in Canadian journalism for reporting on science, technology, and environmental issues. The Michener
Award is Canada’s highest distinction in Canadian journalism.
Peter has also worked on technology, innovation, and strategic foresight projects for companies like Honda R&D North
America, General Motors, Shell Oil Company, Lockheed Martin, Texaco, Hasbro, and many others.
He has a B.A. in Journalism from Ryerson University, a M.S. in Studies of the Future from University of Houston-Clear
Lake, and a M.S. in Information Design & Technology from SUNY Polytechnic University.
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